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Answer: No, in buying an insurance coverage against 
natural disaster will always be bundled with catastrophe 
insurance policy.

National Catastrophe Insurance Fund
“Catastrophe Insurance Policy”

Question & Answer

Answer: Yes, the buyer may choose any amount as long 
as it is within the sublimit of 30%. 

Answer: The policy will offer coverage against loss from 
fire, thunder, explosion, automobile, aircraft, water (flood 
excluded) and rental fee for up to 6 months from the 
aforementioned damages to the property as well as 
coverage against catastrophe that are flooding, 
earthquake and windstorm.

Answer: Yes, the older policy will retain the same 
coverage until its expiry date

Answer: Tom may choose to buy a catastrophe 
insurance policy as a supplementary policy, which will 
expire at the same time as the fire insurance policy. On 
that account, Tom will have to pay the insurance 
premium in the form of Short rate

Answer: No, the coverage of 100,000 baht and a 
premium rate of 500 baht is the coverage for only the 
supplemental catastrophe insurance segment.  The 
homeowner will have to pay the insurance premium for 
fire insurance according to the sum insured amount as 
well.

Answer: No, in selling the fire/catastrophe insurance 
policy for households, the coverage may not exceed 
100,000 baht and the insurance premium rate is fixed at 
500 baht (at the maximum sublimit). The rate does not 
include tax and will be the same throughout the country.

Answer: Since the fire/catastrophe insurance policy is 
essential 2 policies coupled together, their expiry date is 
independent of each other. Even though the catastrophe 
insurance policy life is limited to one year but the fire 
insurance can still be long-term (>1 year) policy.
What is the procedure of filing for claim payment? 

Answer: If a state of catastrophe has been declared, 
affected persons must quickly contact the insurance 
company and present the necessary documents that 
include proof of damages and detail of asset. 
Subsequently the insurance company will dispatch loss 
surveyor to estimate the loss, however within sublimits 
specified in the insurance policy. On the other hand, in 
the case of household flooding, insurance company will 
use the Water level criterion in paying claim.

Answer: No, garage is not deemed to be a place for 
living, thus not considered as a household. 

Can business operators only buy coverage against 
natural peril that does not include catastrophe?

Can a business operator buy a catastrophe insurance 
policy with coverage less 30% of the total sum insured?

What does a fire insurance policy for household that 
is coupled with catastrophe insurance policy cover?

Tom buys a fire insurance policy and purchase 
coverage against flooding before 28 April 2012.  If a 
flooding catastrophe occurs in June, will Tom’s 
properties be covered?

Tom buys a fire insurance policy and purchase 
coverage against flooding before 28 April 2012. Can 
Tom buy coverage against catastrophe and will the 
earlier fire insurance policy still be valid if he did so?

Does a fire/catastrophe insurance policy for 
household have the coverage of 100,000 baht and a 
premium rate of 500 baht?

What is the insurance premium rate for residential 
housing project, which is considered to be a legal 
entity, that wishes to pool and buy catastrophe 
insurance together? Will there be a discount on the 
insurance premium rate?

Can a fire/catastrophe insurance policy for 
household be a long-term contract like the previous 
version of fire insurance policy?

What is the procedure of filing for claim payment?

If the flood water only enters the garage but not the 
household, can the policyholder claim for the 
damage to the garage? 
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Answer: By definition of “Catastrophe” specified in the 
policy, if the tsunami is caused by an earthquake with at 
least a magnitude of 7 Richter or is declared by the 
government to be a catastrophe, the insured persons or 
business that are affected will be covered by the 
insurance policy.

Answer: Yes, however, the homeowner may buy from 
any of the participating non-life insurance companies. 
The catastrophe insurance policy will have a maximum 
coverage is 100,000 baht and the insurance premium 
rate is 0.5% per annum. 

Answer: No, people may choose to buy a catastrophe 
insurance policy from any of the participating companies. 
However, buying from the same insurance company will 
be more convenient, especially when claiming and 
receiving payment.

Answer: To claim for household flooding, 
policyholders have to present a proof of damage in 
the form of a photograph and the insurance policy 
itself to insurance company. The amount of claim 
payment be assessed using the Water level criterion.

Answer: Sublimit is a limitation in an insurance policy 
on the amount of coverage available  to cover a specific 
type of loss.

Deductible is a portion of covered loss that is not paid 
by the insurer.

Answer: The coverage level along with the Water level 
criterion will remain the same.

Answer: No, the previous version of fire policy 
household can no longer be sold; however, the already 
sold policies will remain valid until expiration?

Answer: Yes, but the insurance companies need to have 
already sold the catastrophe insurance policy at the 
maximum of sublimit to the insured first. Only then can 
they sell the catastrophe coverage above the sublimit.

Answer: No, the catastrophe insurance policies have 
sublimits. For the business sector (SME and industrial 
operator) the sublimit is 30% of the sum insured.

Can an industrial operator buy a catastrophe 
insurance policy at its full sum insured amount?

Does the catastrophe insurance policy cover loss 
from tsunami?

If a homeowner already has a fire insurance policy 
for household, can that person also buy a 
catastrophe insurance policy as a supplement?

If one already has a fire insurance policy or and 
Industrial All-Risk (IAR) insurance policy, must one 
also buy the catastrophe insurance policy from the 
same insurance company?

Once the National Catastrophe Insurance Fund is in 
operation, can the insurance companies still sell the 
previous version of fire insurance policy for 
household?

What is the claim payment procedure for a 
household following a flood catastrophe?

What do sublimit and deductible mean?

If a flood caused by a tsunami that has been 
declared as a catastrophe, will the coverage level be 
the same as a normal flood?

Can insurance companies sell more coverage than 
specified sublimit in the catastrophe insurance 
policies? 


